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Abstract

Optimization of colloidal nanoparticle synthesis techniques requires an understanding of underlying 

particle growth mechanisms. Non-classical growth mechanisms are particularly important as they affect

nanoparticle size and shape distributions which in turn influence functional properties. For example, 

preferential attachment of nanoparticles is known to lead to the formation of mesocrystals, although the

formation mechanism is currently not well understood. Here we employ in situ liquid cell scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations to 

demonstrate that the experimentally observed preference for end-to-end attachment of silver nanorods 

is a result of weaker solvation forces occurring at rod ends. SMD reveals that when the side of a 

nanorod approaches another rod, perturbation in the surface bound water at the nanorod surface creates 

significant energy barriers to attachment. Additionally, rod morphology (i.e. facet shape) effects can 

explain the majority of the side attachment effects that are observed experimentally.

Keywords 
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Luminescence, sensors, optical memory, catalysis, and various other areas have found novel uses for 

nanotechnological materials.1 Silver nanoparticles in particular have applications in plasmonics,2 drug 

delivery/biological labeling,3 and chemical catalysis (e.g. for ethene oxidation).4 Desirable properties of

nanoparticles utilized in these applications stem from particle size and morphology (e.g. nanorod 

shapes are preferred for certain applications).4-7 To obtain optimal properties, it is necessary to carefully

control particle features during synthesis and ensure stability during use.8 Particle coalescence is 

usually to be avoided due to its elimination of accessible particle surface area, but it can also be used to

synthesize a desired particle network.9, 10 It is one of many fundamental growth mechanisms and often 

occurs through the phenomenon of preferred attachment (e.g. “oriented attachment”).11 Through 

preferred attachment, preferred coalescence reactions between particle surfaces (i.e. at certain particle 

positions and orientations) result in specific particle structures. Such attachment effects are generally 

thought to be intricate results of van der Waals and Coulombic forces, including particle, ligand, and 

solvent interactions.11 To provide an understanding of preferred nanoparticle attachment that can help 

guide the development of synthesis techniques, in situ TEM and SMD can be utilized in conjunction to 

both witness the preferential behavior of the nanoparticles and physically explain it.

Using in situ TEM, direct observation of nanoparticle growth and motion has been extensively 

performed.12-26 Particle coalescence has been observed for haematite, iron oxyhydroxide, platinum-iron 

alloy, platinum, silver, and gold, allowing for assessment of coalescence features such as preferred 

particle orientations and kinetics.12-14, 24-26 When performing these experiments, care must be taken to 

avoid electron beam artifacts, such as specimen charging/reduction, flow effects, and bubbles, that can 

influence specimen behavior.18, 21, 22, 27, 28 However, recent experimental observations have shown that 

these effects can be quantified, controlled and mitigated using calibrated electron doses.28-30 As a result, 

in situ TEM observations can be used as an accurate starting point for understanding nanoparticle 

behavior in liquids.
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Simulations can serve as a source of understanding for the observed specimen behavior, and 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been frequently applied to explain nanoparticle behavior.31, 

32 Aggregation and coalescence simulations have been performed, in the presence of solvent, for 

anatase, cadmium sulfide, and silver particles as well as for simpler model systems like Lennard-Jones 

and structureless particles.33-38 These studies show the existence of solvation forces (aka a “solvent 

shield”37) that influence coalescence properties. For the case of coalescence between a silver 

nanocrystal and silver nanowire/nanoplate in a Lennard-Jones solvent, due to solvation effects, 

attachment was calculated to be particularly likely at particle ends.35 In addition to solvation forces, 

electrostatic interactions owing to particle surface bound charge may play a role. Therefore, simple 

Hamaker or surface-energy models do not provide a complete physical description of coalescence, 

especially when particles are close.11, 39 MD, on the other hand, attempts to give a complete description 

provided the model includes all relevant interactions. 

In this work, we use SMD to explain in situ liquid cell STEM observations on end-to-end 

preferred attachment of silver nanorods in water.13 SMD simulations reveal orientation-dependent 

solvation forces between nanorods. At rod sides, large energy barriers (> 15 kT) are generally found to 

prevent nanorod attachment, explaining the experimental distribution of attachment angles. These 

results highlight the role of the solvent in synthesis, and solvent-based effects are expected to explain 

preferred attachment behavior for various systems of dispersed nanoparticles.
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Results and Discussion

In Situ Liquid Cell STEM of Nanoparticle Growth and Attachment

Silver nanoparticle growth and attachment processes were directly observed and initiated via in situ 

liquid cell STEM.13, 40 Briefly, the liquid cell consists of a hermetically sealed microfluidic chamber 

comprised of two etched silicon chips coated with 50 nm thick electron transparent silicon nitride 

viewing windows. A 500 – 750 nm liquid precursor layer is sandwiched between the silicon chips. The 

imaging electron beam was used to simultaneously visualize and initiate silver nanoparticle growth 

from a dilute aqueous precursor solution of silver nitrate (0.1 mM) via electron beam induced reduction

of the silver ions. Silver nanocrystals grew on the silicon nitride window surface, with their size 

increasing monotonically with time through monomer addition (of reduced silver ions) as well as 

aggregation of neighboring nanocrystals.41 Further details on the experimental setup can be found in 

previous work13, 20, 41 (see Methods section). For the experimental parameters used in this study, 

nanoparticles often grew into asymmetric shapes such as nanorods (Figure 1a, particle #2, cf. Movie #1

in Supplementary Data; rods had a mean aspect ratio of 2.1). The nanorods were characterized by a 

major axis (see the red arrows in Figure 1a) which changed direction as the nanoparticles grew, 

reoriented, and collided over times on the order of minutes. These mobile particles were observed to 

eventually attach to neighboring particles (cf. Movie #1). While previous studies focused on the 

mechanisms dictating individual nanoparticle growth13 and the effect of aggregation on the nanoparticle

size distribution,41 here we focus on the mechanism dictating the attachment/coalescence of pairs of 

nanorods.  The process of nanorod attachment is demonstrated in Figure 1a. Initially, two neighboring 

nanoparticles that were deposited on the membrane began to move relative to each other, sampling 

various configurations over a time of minutes. Eventually the nanoparticles collided in a favorable 

configuration and irreversibly attached (Figure 1a, middle panel).  Following attachment, the two 
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nanoparticles often rearranged slightly before assuming their final attachment orientation, as shown by 

a change in the orientation of each nanorod’s major axis direction (4th panel of Figure 1a).

To quantify the preferred attachment of the silver nanorods, we measured the orientation angles 

of several nanorod pairs directly after any post-attachment rearrangement. The orientation angle of a 

nanorod after attachment was defined to be the angle between the line defining its major axis and the 

line between its centroid and the point of attachment between the two nanorods (Figure 1b). This 

metric for orientation angle therefore yielded a measure of rod orientation for each nanorod in the pair, 

with values ranging from 0 to 90o. The rod-rod angle was an additional metric and is defined to be the 

angle between the two major rod axes. Note that relative configurations for rod pairs can be described 

either by two orientation angles or by the combination of the rod-rod angle and one orientation angle. 

Figure 1c shows various possible attachment geometries along with corresponding orientation angles 

for each nanorod. For a statistically reliable analysis of the attachment process, we measured the 

orientation angles of 23 pairs of attached nanorods, taken from two separate in situ movies. A 

histogram of all the experimentally measured orientation angles shows a strong preference towards 

attachment at low orientation angle (i.e. at rod ends), with 85% of orientation angles being less than 45o

(Figure 1d). Figure 1e plots the orientation angle pairs of each attachment event (there being one angle 

per rod). A few outliers exist in this plot, but they typically consisted of one large orientation angle and 

one relatively small orientation angle, thus corresponding to an end-to-side attachment geometry (cf. 

Figure 1c). Taken together, the distribution of orientation angles and the pairwise orientation angles 

indicate a strong propensity for nanorods to attach in end-to-end configurations.
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Modeling of Nanoparticle Attachment

In order to provide an understanding of the in situ TEM findings, we performed steered molecular 

dynamics (SMD) simulations of coalescence reactions to determine why attachment predominantly 

occurs at low orientation angles.42 The SMD simulations (see Supplementary Methods) determined 

activation energies of the coalescence reactions as a function of relative rod configuration. For a given 

configuration of two deposited rods, the activation energy was determined by analyzing the integrated 

force acting on one rod as it was steered towards the other, stationary rod: 

Ea = ʃ F(r)dr (1)

where F(r) is the force acting on the steered rod, r is the position of that rod, and the range of 

integration is determined by a routine detailed in Supplementary Methods. In order to sample various 

orientation angles, for a given rod-rod angle, the tested point of coalescence effectively moved along 

the body of the stationary rod (from its side, at a 90o orientation angle, to its tip, at a 0o orientation 

angle). Simulation results for three selected rod-rod angles are shown in Figure 2. Coalescence is 

kinetically favorable at low orientation angle (i.e. at rod ends; orientation angle < 45o) according to the 

position of the activation energy minima. At high orientation angle (i.e. near the rod side and away 

from the end; orientation angle > 45o), large activation energies make rod attachment unlikely, and this 

trend is exemplified by approach C. These findings serve as an initial qualitative explanation as to why 

high orientation angle attachment was generally not observed in experiment.

Activation energies (see equation 1) are a result of various physical interactions taking place 

(between nanorods, solvent molecules, and the window membrane) as rods coalesce. The changes in 

metallic energy (Emetallic) and solvation energy (Esolvation) during coalescence were found to particularly 

contribute to the activation energy magnitude. Metallic energy is defined as the energy due to attractive

many-bond interactions taking place between the rods' metal atoms (modeled in simulation with the 
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Sutton-Chen potential).43 Solvation energy is defined as the energy due to generally repulsive two-body

interactions taking place between one rod's metal atoms and the part of the water layer at that rod's 

surface that is in the vicinity of the other rod (see Supplementary Methods and Figure 3). By 

integrating forces determined from simulation trajectories for end-to-end, end-to-side, and side-to-side 

attachment (in a similar manner to equation 1; see Supplementary Methods), ΔEmetallic was calculated to 

be -9, -18, and -43 kT, respectively. Hence, when considering only rod-rod metallic interactions, side-

to-side attachment would be expected to be the most common result in experiment. However, ΔEsolvation 

for end-to-end, end-to-side, and side-to-side attachment, was calculated to be -6, 53, and 158 kT, 

respectively. Thus, for attachments involving a rod side (i.e. a high orientation angle), the solvation 

energy change is about three times larger in magnitude than the metallic energy change, resulting in a 

significantly large activation energy. To further understand the nature of the solvation energy change, 

consider the solvation force-displacement curves in Figure 3 for end-to-end (i.e. tip) and side-to-side 

(i.e. side) coalescence. Large solvation forces during side coalescence were specifically due to 

repulsive atomic overlap between metal atoms and solvent atoms when silver-water bond lengths 

became compressed (by ~0.1 Å) upon rod approach. In general, the values of ΔEsolvation (which is due to 

perturbed water structure) and ΔEmetallic (which is due to many-bond interactions) are each highly 

sensitive to the relative configuration of the rod facets. These configuration-based sensitivities result in 

the sharp features seen in the activation energy landscapes in Figure 2.

We quantitatively determined coalescence reaction rates by combining calculated activation 

energies with a diffusion-based model of particle motion. Based on in situ STEM studies of silver 

nanoparticles grown in solution, we assume that particles were deposited on a TEM window and 

diffused in a manner similar to Brownian motion.41 The corresponding translational diffusion 

coefficient determined from the rod trajectories is on the order of 1 nm2/s, consistent with previous 

measurements of nanoparticle diffusion in liquid cells.26, 41 The low diffusion coefficient is likely due to 
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interactions taking place around the particle-silicon nitride window interface. The rotational diffusion 

coefficient is also expected to be low.26 We consider specifically the rate of coalescence reaction 

between aggregate nanorod pairs using Arrhenius kinetics of the form:

r = Ae-Ea/(kT) (2)

where r is reaction rate, A is frequency factor, Ea is activation energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, and 

T is temperature. We assume the distance that a rod in an aggregate must move towards another rod in 

order to react is about 0.2 nm (based on the length of the repulsive region in Figure 3; also see 

Supplemental Data). The frequency factor for such diffusive motion, assuming a diffusion coefficient 

of 1 nm2/s, is on the order of 10/s. In order for a coalescence reaction to have a significant probability 

of occurring on the timescale of the experiment, we assume that the reaction rate must be greater than 

once per 48 hours. By this assumption, only reactions having Ea < 15 kT would be witnessed, and this 

is exclusively the case for attachment at low orientation angles (see Figure 2). Preferential attachment 

can thus be explained in terms of a kinetics model.

We tested rod-rod angles of 90, 70, 45, 30, and 20o with reduced sampling and size (see 

Supplementary Methods) to understand how coalescence proceeds for other possible configurations. 

Figure 4 shows the activation energy of side and end coalescence reactions as a function of rod-rod 

angle. Low energy barriers (< 15 kT) were predominantly found at rod ends. At a rod-rod angle of 30o, 

however, side coalescence had a low activation energy (~12 kT) and is thus more likely to occur on the 

timescale of the experiment. This low energy barrier appears to be due to a particular rod arrangement 

in which the facets of the rods are directed away from each other and, as a result, there are reduced 

water confinement effects. Compared to the experimental data, for six of twenty-three attachment 

events (see Figure 1e), at least one high orientation angle was found. Four of these attachment events 

were associated with rod-rod angles in the range of 22 to 43o, which is, in terms of the SMD model (see

Figures 3 and 4), associated with low energy barriers due to relatively weak solvation forces. The two 
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remaining attachment events that are unaccounted for could be caused by deviations in particle shape 

or orientation (at the window membrane) from that in our model.

Quantitative accuracy in the SMD simulations of coalescence pathways is limited by the 

accuracy of the rod-rod and rod-solvent interaction potentials. Due to cutoff effects, these simulations 

did not take into account the attractive short-range (i.e. Lennard-Jones (LJ) and quantum Sutton-Chen 

(Q-SC)) interactions for atoms farther than 1 nm apart. An analysis of rod interactions comparing full 

LJ, cutoff LJ, cutoff Q-SC, or hybrid Q-SC-LJ interaction summation is given in Supplementary Data, 

indicating that our treatment of the rod-rod interaction is a good approximation. Aside from accuracy 

concerns, it is worth noting that the overall attractive rod-rod interaction becomes stronger for larger 

nanorods.44 This increased attraction may not increase reaction rates, however, as we expect that larger 

nanorods exhibit an overall larger repulsive solvation force. Nonetheless, from analyzing experimental 

data, there is no clear trend for the effect of size on coalescence orientation. 

The use of an ideal environment in the simulation with no electron beam effects included 

demonstrates the fundamental nature of preferred attachment in the liquid cell. For silver nanorods 

dispersed in salt solution (as opposed to pure water), we expect that the same general coalescence 

preferences result from similar solvent confinement effects occurring during nanorod approach. Due to 

beam charging effects, it is possible that the silver nanorods could obtain net, positive charges.21, 28 As 

the nanorods are suspended in dielectric liquid, discharge into solution is expected. Based on the 

characteristic time scale for electrical discharge obtained from Maxwell's equations, the discharge time 

of a nanoparticle in a dilute electrolyte is on the order of nanoseconds.45 Therefore, the nanoparticles in 

this case do not likely retain charge from the electron beam long enough to cause any significant 

electrostatic interparticle interactions.
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Conclusions

Nanoparticle synthesis techniques benefit from in situ TEM techniques which observe and quantify 

particle growth mechanisms. Simulation techniques can in turn assist interpretation of the TEM results. 

In this work, an observed preference towards end-to-end attachment for silver nanorods has been 

analyzed, with 85% of the experimentally measured orientation angles corresponding to this attachment

type. SMD simulations showed that solvation forces play an essential role in the preferred attachment 

mechanism. Due to solvation forces, activation energies (usually > 15 kT) kinetically hinder 

coalescence along the side of the rod, resulting in preferred attachment at rod ends. Of the remaining 

orientation angles that do not fit the trend of end-to-end attachment, the majority are explained by the 

discovery of a low activation energy to side attachment for a specific rod configuration that results in 

low solvation forces. Overall, the good agreement between the in situ findings and simulation results 

constructs a solvation force-based picture of preferred nanoparticle attachment.

Methods

In situ STEM. In situ electron microscopy experiments of silver nanoparticle growth in aqueous 

environments were performed.13  The fluid cell experimental apparatus was similar to that used in 

previous studies.13, 20, 41 The in situ experiments were performed on a spherical aberration corrected 

JEOL JEM-2100F operating at 200 kV. The microscope was operated at a magnification of M = 

100,000 x, image size of 512 x 512 pixels, 5 μs dwell time, and 7 pA beam current.  Silver 

nanoparticles were grown from a dilute silver nitrate solution (0.1 mM) via electron beam induced 

reduction by aqueous electrons.13  Movies of the nanoparticle growth and attachment were recorded at 

2 fps using a freeware screen grabber.  

Image Analysis. Details of the motion and coalescence of nanoparticles were extracted from 
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continuous capture STEM movies by our multiparticle tracking algorithm.46 Further details are given in

Supplementary Methods.

SMD. To understand observations of preferred attachment, steered molecular dynamics (SMD) 

simulations were used to calculate the kinetics of the attachment process.42 Pairs of pentagonal silver 

nanorods, having specified relative configurations, were placed inside a model in situ STEM holder. 

This model consisted of two flat surfaces that represent the opposing window membranes, and 3000 to 

6000 water molecules (in addition to the rods deposited at one membrane) were placed between them. 

Steered molecular dynamics calculations, using a pulling rate of 1 nm/ns, were performed with an in-

house code. Irreversible work due to pulling was removed during post-simulation determination of 

activation energy. Potentials for water interactions with silver atoms and membrane surfaces were 

based on quantum mechanical data. Further details are given in Supplementary Methods.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Attachment statistics compiled from in situ liquid cell STEM movies. (a) Bright field 

liquid cell STEM images (image is false colored; nanoparticles are in green and outlined in white, with 

liquid background in blue) of an attachment event (see Supplementary Movie #1). The two 

nanoparticles rearranged and attached over a period of about two seconds, after which orientation 
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angles were measured. The scale bar is 100 nm. (b) Representative schematic of two rod shaped 

nanoparticles undergoing attachment. Each orientation angle is measured from the line connecting the 

nanoparticle’s centroid (blue square) to the point of attachment (blue circle), and the line defining the 

major axis of the nanoparticle (red arrow). The rod-rod angle is measured from the two lines defining 

the major nanoparticle axes. (c) Various possible nanoparticle attachment geometries and their 

corresponding orientation angles. (d) Histogram of attachment count as a function of orientation angle 

for 23 attachment events (each event having two measured orientation angles), using data from two 

separate movies. (e) Distribution of orientation angle pairs over the 23 attachment events.

Figure 2: Coalescence activation energy vs. orientation angle, determined for three different rod 

approaches. Reactions having low activation energies (< 29 kT) were found only at sampled 

orientation angles less than 45o. Coalescence at the rod end is thus kinetically favorable. The snapshots 

of coalesced nanorods, from top to bottom, correspond with orientation angles of 18, 29, and 0o. 

Average standard error of the activation energy was 3 kT (see Supplementary Methods for error 

determination).

Figure 3: Solvation force-displacement curves caused by monolayer compression for tip and side 

coalescence reactions. Due to solvation forces, side coalescence reactions generally had larger 

activation energies than tip coalescence reactions. Forces were averaged over the simulations 

performed for a rod-rod angle of 0o and an orientation angle of 0o (tip) or 90o (side). Rod separation is 

the approximate distance between rods, with 0 Å being the distance at which rods coalesce. The inset 

image is of the side coalescence reaction at 0.6 Å rod separation, with water between the rods shown in

red. The effective length of the repulsive region that kinetically hinders coalescence was ~1.6 Å. 

Average standard error of the force, for tip and side coalescence, was 5 and 14 kT/Å, respectively.
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Figure 4: Activation energy of end attachment (i.e. orientation angle < 45o) or side attachment 

(i.e. orientation angle > 45o), determined for various rod-rod angles. Side attachment generally had 

much greater energy barriers than end attachment. Particularly large energy barriers to side attachment 

were found at 0o and 70o, and the smallest energy barrier was situated between them. The location of 

this low energy barrier agrees with the majority of experimental observations on side attachment. 

Shown values are the minimum activation energy calculated for coalescence over all sampled 

orientation angles in the specified range. Shown images are for side approach at rod-rod angles of 30o 

and 70o. The “critical activation energy” line at 15 kT indicates the activation energy that results in a 

reaction frequency of once per two days. Attachments having activation energies above this line are not

likely to occur on the timescale of the experiment.
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